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POLARIZATION TRANSFER IN INELASTIC SCATTERING AND

PI(3NIC tiODELS OF TlfE E14C EFFECT

J. H. MOllB

Los Alamme National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New ?fexico

INTRODUCTION

At the 1982 Telluride Conferer.re Magda Ericaonl spoke shout the interest
In a mepnurement of the ~-~ o ~ spin-longitudinal nuclear reaporme function.
It inspired our collaboration co propose a LAIIPF experiment, which was aub-
aequentlv approved, and run in September 1983. In the intervening time the
intereet has increased d amkticallv in conr,ectton with the European %on CrIl-

lahoratian (EPIC) affect, $ and the exciting pouslbilitv that this ult~a high-
energv phvsi:s result mav have to do with nuclear pions--and, hence, the
isovector 3*q nuclear reeponse function.

in thi~ talk I will zive a brief intrnductt Ii to .he E?t[, effect nnrl its
incerpretat{on !n term~ nf exces~ nuclear plorin.

Z-7
ThiB model establi~h~s a

col~nrction hetwpen the vasclv different ncales of the EMC experiment (-21Ml

13?V deep-inel#8tic muon ncatterin.q) and th! LoB Alnmotr ●xperiment (500 tleV
Fnlarized-proton qua~lfree ncmtt?ling). Following this I will dencrih. the
Ln~ Alarms ●xperiment and its interpretation in terms of excen~ nucl~ar
plnnx. Finally I w1ll Indu]ge in snme ~peculntton shout quark effects in
nucl~i based on the t?MCand Lon Alamoa experimental renults.

THE WC EI’FKCT

Figurr 1 .qhows Fhe WC renultn in trrm~ of th~ ratin of thr F2 Structure

funclfr)ns of iron and deuterium ~ ,Isumcd to repreqrnl n free neutrnl} Hnd pro-
8 ~f nuclgons {n 0 nll-tnn tar~vt) an n function of the .l,alinH variable, x

rlrnr target behaved as an mnnemhly of A free nucleona, thin ratio would ht.

unity uver thu @ntir@ ranFe of x (nr~lectlng nmall Fermi motion effpcts). It
in ohviou~ly not: thuw th? EMc renult im telltn,q un, viwed Pven nt thonc

ultr:l hiqh enrrRies, that nuclei hnve nome verv fnterentlnu Ftructure.
Attemptq to understand thf~ ntructure hnve innplred ❑ ore thmn 20 thenrvtiral
paprrn in the past two vemr~. Th~no th~oretical ●ffortn may bv .-Imkslfirtf

t
rr,u~hlv tn two rlif crpnt cmtegnripn: thone which invokr nnmp new ~lmrk-lrvvl
phvslc~ In nuclei,

.—. . . ——-—. .
and three which nttribute the tltlC ●ffect to QxrIInn nu-

cl~nr pirma--a “cmwcntionml” many-body ●nhancewnt emplnylng msnon, nutleon,
aotf l~oh~i deur~en-of-freptiom, und hance not ~uirin~ npw quark •fr~ctn in
nucl~f. MndPln of thr flrnl type tvplcnl~ct~ntmfi-pmramptern whtrh allow
nno to ohtnin the W: ●ffert rhrouflh qunrk-ls+vel mrhan!nmn--thr m~gnlludo of

tht~ merhnnlnm uallnil~ rpmnln~ tn ho rxplalnerl. TIM ●thanrerl plon fi-ld cal-
culation, on the nth~r hand , cnn he done with no fr~r parammt~ra.
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FiR. 1. Deep-inelmtic lepton scattering from the EMC group and older

SLAC dat~.

Figure z eumurizee cirs ideas underlying the pionic enhancement model.
Briefly, dee!>-inelantic lepton scattering (DILi) at verv high energien is de-

;jg;&~l/~ termeof the ●lectromagnetic interaction between leptonn and
Theme may he valence quarke, those determining the charge, ba;von

number, etc., of the nucleon, or mea quarks, arfsing from symmetric q~ excl-
tntlnn~. As an examp!e of #en-quark. ocnttering (FIR. 2h), a photon can
in;eract with the q or ~ of a virtual pion. Th4s can happen ifi free%ucleon
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DILS since the experiment Is inclusive with no observation of the final nu-
clear state. In nuclear matter, the NN vertex has the possibility of being

enhanced by the process shown in Fig. 2c. Such an ●nhancement, resulting
from an attractive NN interaction in the pionic or isovector spin-longitudi-
nal channel, would yield exceaa pions from which high-energv leptona could
scatter. Viewing the nucleus as an aasembly of nucleons and pions, a pion
e:cess ieads naturally to enhanced scattering in the region x - m /~ (the
kinematic point where elastic muon-pion scat ering would take place).

k
In the

original pion-excess uode] of Llewllvn-Smith it is shown that the EMC effect
extrapolated to x - 0 is roughly the fractional pion excess In iron

F;‘on(x-o)firon -1.
F;(x=O)

Thus the original EMC data imply firon o 15.
4

(Yore recent analvsis of the
E’ICdata as reported in Frank Close-s talk
~iron

at this conference would yield
0.11.)

TEE P1ON EXCESS M(Y)ELAND 50flMeV PROTON SCATTERING

The relstion between the EMC experiment and the Loa Alacofiexperiment is
shown schematically ~n Fig. 3. In both reactions one seeks evidence of a
manv-horivenhancement at NN vertex. The expe:tments are obvlouq!v unrelated
exc-pt through a common interpretation in terms of the enhanced pion field

DEEP-INELASTIC LEPTON SCATTERING

P P’

(a)

(b)

N‘\NMANY-BODY t7tl14ANCEMENT

QUASI-FREE NUCLEON SCATTERING

P P’~.—

\ MANY-OODY ENHANCEMSN!



model. In the former case the model provides excess q~ pairs from which L

high-energy leptorican scatter; in the latter, it provides piona which can be
more readily exchc,lgedbetween an incoming nucleon and the nucleons of the
nucleus. To make clear the role of the isovector spin-longitudinal response
function in th. description of both experiments we summarize the appropriate
equations below (as given by Ericson and Thomas, Ref. 5, for the EMC effect).
For DILS one calculates the pionic contribution to the F2 structure ‘unction
of iron by $olding the picn intensity function h(y) with the pion structure
function, F2, viz.,

6F2(X) - ~lh(y) F~(~)dy

with

where g la the coupling

In the description

i

‘-%” q2[F(q2)lRL(q,~)
dq2du ..————

(q2 - uJ2+ m~)z

(1)

(2)

constant and F(q2) the form factor at the IINNvertex.

of the isovector spin-longitudinal (Pion-exchanee)
scattering of nucleons by nuclei one has

~ Ne RL(q,~)‘;A = ‘L (3)

where ONA and O~N
h

are rospecttvelv the spin-lon~itudinal cross sections for
NA and N scatterlnfl, N_ is an effective numhel of nucleons, and R,(Q,uI).the
isovector spin-lontzitud~nalresponse function which al~o appears i: ~t
Mr,redetail’about Eq. 3 and the”cxperirnentaldcterminat
heli)w.

INc;I,lISIVEQUASIFREE SCATTERING ANT) RL(q,@)

hnvr used the nncleon ns n probe of pionir effectH.

Fir#t, an in the I!MCexperiment, our point of refereucr is d{~uteriurn.
We compare the repin-dependentre,lponsefunctions for a heavy tnr~et (Ph in
our cane) and 2}{ uginK identical experimental techniques. If the pretil,ted
manv-body effectq are prenent in Pb even at n very small Icvcl, thov nh(wld
be detectable in n preclne ratio experiment.

!+cconcf,we uae th~ techniqu~g~f complete polartzntion tran~fer
1,-]J

to
neparatp the npin-lonRitudinnl (~!$q)and spin-trnnnverme (~~~} r~aponne in
the continuum an n function nf u (acrons the ent~re quomiclnntic peak, w - 20
tn 100 MeV). The rpmponnen arv meanurr!dat n momentum transfer q - 1.75 fro-i
which correnpond$tto the maximum predicted er.hancementof l$,(q,~~)tn mont
mod~ls.



The experiment consi~ts of precise determinations of the polarization 5
trsnsfer coefficients DLL, DSS, and D ~ for 500 MeV protons inelastically
qcattered from Pb and ?-’. Theezc2Hat q = 1.75 m periment utilized longitu-
dinal (L), sideways (S), and normal (N) polariz~? beams from LAHPF in con-

junction vlrh final polarization ~rj~~~sisfrom the focal~lane polarimeter of
the high-resolution spectrometer. The quantities constructed from the
above data axe the longitudinal and transverse spin-fllp probabilities de-
filed by

SL-:(1-~+(D5s - tjL)~ecelab) ,

ST=;(l - DNN - (Ds5 - DLL)secolab) .

The free N’Nscattering amplitude is commonlv parametrized as

Y(q ) - A + f101nI?2n + C(IJ1n + a2n) + EO1q G2q + F01PC12P }

~here tile0’s are pr~lections of the Pauli spinors along ; = ~ X ~-,

q-:’- ~, and ~ = q x ~; ~(~’) is the incident (outgoinK) nucleo,l momentum

citl:,ction. The spin-lon~{.tudinaland transverse cross sections can be formed
hv

(4)

Wittl

Here,T~N is t}ledifferer,tfnlcross section. ohviouslv for NN scattering the

comhtnotinns for 01 and IJT l~nlatp pure Spin-longittlrlinal snd spin-transverse
couplfn~s of :he two-nucleljt!Intrrnc.tion.

For ~c{{ium-pnergv n{lcleon-nucle,lm tnteract,ionfl we take thr following

nnsntz

1S,,- INh~Nll,(q,ti)Ne
.



(5)lST - ImSTm~(q ,W)Ne

I = I~R(q, @Ne

with the spin-longitudinal,transverse, and total response functions defined
as

R(q,u) -
C2+B2+F2FT+ ~2

—RL+
A2+C2R0,

~NN INN INN

where

R. - [<q,~le-ii”~lo\12,.

Ne
and
sat

s the eff tive number of participating nucleons S.Sdefined bv Ber’sch
Scholten!8 ‘Pe approximations implied in I?qs,4 and 5 ar well
sfied for forward-angle scattering of 500 MeV protons.16-1s

With the assumption that scattering frcm druteriul,ireprc?ents free pp
plus pn scattering, we have SD = SNN, and from Eqs. 4 and 5 one finds

Sp’ls: - R1,(q,u)/R(q,@) ,

?Pbls;‘T -~(q, w)/R(q,w) ,

and

$pb/s;‘L—.- . - Rl,(q,w)/RT(q,w) .
~Pb/S~
‘T

(6)

(7)

(8)

6

Thus the simple ratiofi(Eqo. 6 and 7) depend only on rntion of rvnpnnme func-
tions for Pb. The super ratio of I?q.8 can be I]scdto contrnst the two spin-
dependent remponne fuoctionn of PI.
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Fi~, 4. Longitudinal and transverse gpin-f lip probabilities for Ph and 2H
at q - 1,75 fro-i.

The experimental spfn-flip probabilities for PO and 2H are shown in
Fig. 4. It is clear that there is no evidence of manv-body enhancement in
the sptn-longitudinal channel (Fig.‘4-a)since there is no significant differ-
ence between Pb snd ‘H. 1~.kewisein the transverse channel we see no evi-
d~ re of collective behavior. This is .onsistent with what is known of the
transverse response f[}nctionin th
from inclusive (e,e-) experiments.

{~ range of momentum transfer as derived

The question that remains to be settled is, what is the sensitivity of
th,,preqent experiment to excess plons or equivalently to collectivity in the
tsov(,ctorspin-longitudinal]response.

!-,PIN-ISOSPINRESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Calct\lationof the spin-isospin re~ponses in this
methods uqed by Alberico, Ericson, and Mnlinari (AEM),2H:I! f;:::w;h::;l,““r

primary intere~t is in the s[:in-longitudirnlresponse we considpr the trans-
verse,as well since, as sugReated by AEM, much of the theoretical uncertainty
as~orlated with the use of infinite nuclear matter should disappear if one
analvr.efithe ratio RL/RT. The response functions are calc~.llatedin infinite
nuclear matter using the random-~hase approximation (RPA). The NN interar-
tln!lIn l})elon~ltudinal channel la taken to be a mixture of one-pion-
exchanKe plug R repulsive sh)rt-range rep~jlntonrepre8.-ntedby the usual
Fermi liquid parnmcter R~. The transverse torte ISIa combination of rho-
menon exchnoge and gfi. With a “reasonable” value of ,q~ - 0.7, the behavior
of thr NN interactions and thp nnnociat.?d response functions in the range
q = 1.75 fro-iare shown in Pig, 5. ‘l’he(proposer) Rtt’.nfitivp b~hnvior of V~tl
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Fig. 5. (a) Longitudinal and transverse particle-hole interactions in the
model described in the text. (b) Response functions at
~ - 1.75 fro-lfrom the interactions shown above. (c) Ratio of
longitudinal to transverse response functions.

at q - 2 fro-lresults in an enhancement and a softenin~ (shift to lower ener-
gies) of R ,

k
In contrast the repulsive behavior of V? leads to a quenching

and harden ng of RT with respect to the free Fermi-Gas response. An alterna-
tive interacting favored by the J(ilichlStonvBrook/Saclav ~chool22 would not
produce an enhancement in PL and consequently no excess pions for the EMC
effect.

CALCIH.ATION OF RL,RT FOR 500 MeV PROTONS

To compare the results of the infinite mlclear ❑atter calculations of

~~~i~~~~%~l~ ‘unctions

to experiment one uses tte local-denaitv approxi-
This is accomplished in n somewhat different fashion for pro-

tnns than for weaklv interacting leptons which see the entir+ nuclear volume.
The method we employ is to generate a sensitivity profile--an interaction
probability versus radius for 5(?0-i4eVprotons interacting with Pb and pro-
ducing oljtgoingprotona at the appropriate scat\fjringangle. This is accom-
plished via an intranuclear ca~cade calculation the results of which are
shown in Fig. 6. For comparison we also ahow the sensitivity profile,
r2p(r), for a weakly interacting probe. The profile for protons la then
folded together with RPA calculations performed at the appropriate nuclear
density. The resultinR t’esponsefunctions are similar to those obtained by a
proton sampling the nucleus at an avcra~e density PO = 0.45P0. Further de-

ta~l! of the avera~ing proc~dure, including the method of handling jj~e neu-
tron excess for Pb, will be described in a forthcoming publication.

8
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity profile of 509 MeV protons interacting with 208Pb and
producing protons at 18.5 in the lab system (histogram with.
associated points). Also shown are rzo(r) and p(r) for 208Pb.

The mixed fsospi~ nature of the (p,p”) reaction must also he accounted
for n comparing to theoretical models of the pure spin-isospin respon-
ses}’ l%is is accomplished by analyzing the 500-Hev ~ pl,ase=nift SOIU-
Lionszs in terms of isospin components. The results at q = 1.75 fro-Lare

o~lI‘J~o= 3.62 for longitudinal

o~l/u}:o - 1.15 for transverse

Calculation of the isoscalar responses rely on the reasonahlv well-
establiahed observation that

N
e residua! spin-dependent force in the nu 1 us

In his channel is very weak.
b

%=5I~e correspondi!lgresponse functions, Rl, .
R;- , are hence taken to be those of a free Fermi Gas. The quantities com-
pared with experiment are then:

iiL=&- (3.62 R~-l + R~””)
.

KT=T~(l .1514-* +q-”)
.

The results or these calculations with the values of Fermi parameter

i?~- 0.7 and 0.9 are shown in Fig, 7 (dashed and dot-dashed curv~
Included in the datn aet are the five points published previously7J”and a new
point at u - 19 MeV (this IS not included in Fig. 7a where the data are aver-
ageflover u). Although the predicted enhancement i.n~L/~T is only ~odest
with the original parameter (R6 - 0.7) usualby Ericnon and Thomas, one
still aces no evider,cefor It in our dgta. When g~ is raised to 0.9
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virtually all cGllectivitv in RL disappears resulting in better agreement
with our data but virtually no excess pions for this model of the EMC effect.

Objections have been raised27 about the validity of the fnfinite nuclear
matter--local Fermi-Gaa calculations in the range w < 40 MeV, precisely where
the deviation of theory from experiment is greatest. We believe these objec-
tions Are unfounded for the follcwing reaaons. Fi?at

‘ ‘here ‘s Col%:lbingexperimental evidence that even the simplest Fermi-Gas calculation
accounts reasonably well for continuum (p,p”) cross aectiona (roughly the
spin independent response, Ro) down to the region of strm ant resonance~
(w < 20MeV). A more aoptlisticatedveraion of the mcdel,l~,!llthe

semi-inftnite slab approximation, quantitatively re~roduces the shaue and
cross section of the continuum in this region. Second, oec~use we analyze

onlv ratios of response functions, even the remaining
Fermi-Gas model are unimportsrrt. Esbenaen and Bertsch1V~~~~m~~~&0~~~et3e
local Fermi-Gas treatment of RL/RT accurately follows a more auphisticsted
calculation where binding e[,.,rgyeffects are included--even in the range
u)- 20 MeV.

Further evidence against pions as the dominant source o

and by Ericson and Thomaa~8t calculatiOns by ‘erger ‘t 81”~ ‘~~io~ix:~~’
effect comes from more rec

These calculations take more careful accoun* of
the momentum balan~e in the pion excess model of deep-lnela.sticIepton scat-
tering. The result is that even the modest V8.lueof g~ - 0.7 give$ insuffi-
cient enhancement at small x (x < 0.3) to reproduce the EMC effect. Stump et
al. favor a value fn the range g~ - 0.55 in order to obtain the magnitude of

10



the low-x EPICeffect. As is obvious from Fig. 7 (~olid curve) sj,ch an en- 11

hancement in RL is completely inconsistent with our data.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We find no evidence for collectivity in the ieovector spin-longitudinal
response function from .scomparison of 500-MeV proton scattering from Pb and
‘H (Fig. 4). On the basis of our best nnalysis of the 500-MeV proton scat-
tering data, excess nuclear plons are unlikely to be the dominant source of
the low-x EMC effect. To be semi~uantitative, our experiment is consistent
with no more than 0.05 excess pions as the source of the EMC effect in iron.
Recalling that the intercept (1 - FirOn/i~)x=O IS roughly this fraction,

i
one

must look elsewhere to understand t e low-x EMC enhancement. This, of

;;r::;e:;:::9:2~
ariety of quark-level nt(clearstructure explanations of the
--a more exciting prospect if one is after real evidence of

qusrk physics in nuclear structure.

To C10Sf2,allow me to use a rather simple-minded figure (Fig. 8) to
illustrate the complementarily of our experiment and that of the EMC, It is
a complementarily that may need to be broufihcto bear for future experimental
searches for quark effects fn nuclear structure. High-energy experiments
certainly probe quarks (and gluons) in nuclei. But the traditional degrees
of freedom of nuclei, nucleons and mesons, may also be relevant to the de-
scription of even these very high-energy processes. Only by combining the
views of nuclei provided by verv short and relatively longer wavelength will
we be able to choose the moat appropriate degrees of freedom for describing
nuclear structure,

FIR. 8. Schematic rep.esentattou of high-energy gcc”tering probing the
distributions of quarks and antiquark8 (top) and medium+nergy
scattering probing the distributions of mesons and nucleons
(bottom).
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